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Industrial Production: Gains Moderate Into Quarter-End
Bottom Line: Industrial production rose less than expected in June and was revised
modestly lower for May.  There was a growing divergence in the 2nd Quarter
between actual industrial production readings like this one and surveys of
manufacturing activity.  Amid substantial shortages and supply-chain disruptions, it
appears production was not running as hot as the surveys suggested.  This is not
surprising but bears watching going forward.  The auto and aerospace segments
remained the most volatile, swinging sharply as production facilities dealt with a
shortage of semiconductors.  Overall, industrial output remained an important driver
of growth --  industrial production in Q2 increased at an annual rate of 5.5%, still a
robust pace, even if moderately slower than in Q1.  Most surveys suggest growth
can continue, and we'd expect the disconnect between surveys and actual output
data to close over time as supply-chain pressures ease.  
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Industrial Production ROSE by 0.44% in June, compared with market expectations
for an increase of 0.6%.  Moreover, the prior month was revised from 0.8% down to
0.7%. Output is now 9.8% ABOVE its year-ago level.                                              
                                            
In June, Mining Output ROSE by 1.4%, and was 17.7% ABOVE its year-ago level.
Utility Generation ROSE by 2.7% and is now 2.1% ABOVE its year-ago level.

Manufacturing Output was UNCHANGED and was 9.9% ABOVE its year-ago
level. Output in high-tech industries rose by 0.6%. Meanwhile, output in the motor
vehicle industry fell by 6.6%. Excluding both the high-tech and motor vehicles
industries, industrial output climbed by 0.4%.    

Capacity Utilization ROSE by 0.3 points to 75.4%, compared with market
expectations for a higher increase to 75.6%.  Moreover, the prior month was revised
from 75.2% to 75.1%. The capacity utilization rate is now 6.7 percentage points
above its year-ago level and 4.6 percentage points below its long-run (1972–2015)
average. 







Recent Economic Reports

07/15/2021 - Jobless Claims: Slight Uptick, Potential For More
07/15/2021 - Manufacturing: Empire Higher, Philly Lower, Overall Still Robust
07/14/2021 - Top Charts: EM bouncing off 200-day MA
07/14/2021 - Producer Prices: More Core Pressure
07/14/2021 - Mortgage Apps: Rebound, Mostly Due To Adjustments
07/13/2021 - Treasury Budget: Heading Towards Nearly $4T Deficit
07/13/2021 - CPI: Lingering Pandemic Impact Gets Us Closer to OER Boost
07/12/2021 - Macro Weekly: Various Risk
07/09/2021 - US Economics: Close Call On Tapering Amid Cross Currents
07/08/2021 - Jobless Claims: Little Changed; Nowcast Warning
07/07/2021 - Top Charts: Real Estate Correcting, Not A Top
07/07/2021 - JOLTs: Continued Records, Resolution Likely in Autumn
07/07/2021 - Mortgage Apps: Continued Slide Into Quarter-End
07/06/2021 - ISM Non-Manufacturing Survey: Deceleration in Services Sectors
Amid Labor Shortages
07/02/2021 - US Economics: Jobs Recap, Factory Orders & Trade
07/02/2021 - Employment: Solid Gains, But Participation Remains Low
07/01/2021 - Top Charts: Transports, Housing Diverge with S&P-trouble sign?
07/01/2021 - Construction Spending:  Slower As Resi Cools
07/01/2021 - ISM Manufacturing: Prices Paid Accelerate Further
07/01/2021 - Jobless Claims: Declines Resume
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